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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
1993-1994

Volume 18

faculty senate
February 1, 1994

FROM:

Me~rs of the UNM Faculty Senate
9"i~~~
Barbara Thomas, Office of the University Secretary

SUBJECT:

February Meeting

TO:

The UNM Faculty Senate will meet on Tuesday. February 8. 1994 from
3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. in the Kiva.
The agenda will include the following items:

pp. 1-10

1.

Approval of the Agenda

2.

Summarized Minutes of December 14, 1993

3.

Senate President's Report -- Professor Bel
Campbell

4.

Comments from Provost Mary Sue Coleman

5.

Committee Reports
a. Faculty & staff Benefits Committee -Kari Ward Karr
b. Long Range Planning Committee -- Professor
Bud Wildin
c. Computer Use Committee -- Professor Edward
Angel

6.

7.

Consideration of Changes to Faculty
constitution
regarding
Administrative
Appointments -- Professor Bel Campbell

8.

Items from the curricula Committee -- Professor
Bel Campbell
· ·
a. Revision
o f Ma J'or and Minor in
computer science

Pp. 11-25
9.

p. 26

senate Recommendations for Administrative
Reviews in 1994 -- Professor Bel Campbell

10.

Approval of Honorary Degree Recipient for May
1994 -- Professor Allen Parkman
committee Appointments and Replacements
Professor William MacPherson

'!HE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXI(X)

0

FAaJLTY SENATE MEEl'ING

February 8, 1994

(Stinunarized Minutes)
'.lhe Februacy 8, 1994 meeting of the Faculty Senate was called to order by
President Bel campbell at 3: 30 p.m. in the Kiva.

Senators present:

Dave Baldwin (Zimmennan Library), Larry B:lrton (Biology),
(En:Jlish), Jane Bruker (Gallup Branch), Joan Bybee
(~~tics) , Bel campbell (Fhysics & Astronomy) , Jeff Divis (Math &
Statistics), Michele Diel (Valencia Branch), Eva Encinias ('Iheatre & Imlce},
~les Fleddennann (Elec & Comp En;Jr), John Geissrnan (Earth & Planetary
Sciences), Larry Gorbet (Anthropology), Deborah Graham (Med Centr Lib), Blaine
Hart (RadiolCXJY), Roy Johnson (Civil En;Jr), Kathleen Koehler (HPPELP), Tam Kyner
(Math & Stats) , Harcy Ll.ull (Centennial Library) , William MacFherson (law) , John
Matthews (Fhysics & Astronomy) , Deborah McFarlane (Pllblic Admin) , carolyn Mol d
(MicrobiolCXJY), Elizabeth Nielsen (Special F.ducation), Kurt Nolte (Pathology),
~ y Ortiz (CIMI'E) , Peter Pabisch (Foreign Lang & Lit) , Shane Fhelan (Political
Science), Walter Putnam (Foreign Lang & Lits), Glynn Rayrnorrl (Fharmacy), Alan
Reed (Public Admin), Edward Reyes (Fharmacology), Russ RonanS for Beth Miller
(Gallup Branch), Joe Rothrock (Art & Art History), Richard santos (F.conornics),
S~phen Schreiber (Architecture & Plng), Ho.vard Schreyer (Mech En¥), Robert
Sickels (Political Science) Beth Tigges (Nursing) , Henry TreWhitt (Journalism) ,
Carolyn Voss (Medicine) , ~ t t Walker (Psychiatry) arrl Gerald Weiss (Fhysiology) .
Lyrnxliarme

Beene

Absent:

Richard Coughlin (Sociology), John Finkelstein (Manag~t), Kenneth
Gardner (Medicine), Robert Glew (Medicine), Oleryl I.earn (Nursing), Deiretra
lDgothetis (Dental Hygiene) Paul Montner (Medicine), Lynette Oshilna {CIMI'E),
Gloria sarto (Obstet & Gyn~logy), Jerome Shea (Univ College), Russell Snyder
(Neurology) and Helen zongola.vicz (Gallup Braneh) •

@J?:rPVal of the Agenda.

'!he agerrla was approved as presented.

Minutes of December 14 • 1993 • '!he surmnarized minutes of the meeting of Deceinber

14, 1993 were approved as presented.

~te. President's Reoort.

senate President Bel campbell presented her report
Which ll1Cluded the folla.ving items.
,
·
-'!here are three administrative reviews from last year m various stages of
CClrpletion. 'lhe review of university eounsel Nick Estes will be completed very
SOon •. 'Ihe review of John Rinaldi, ~ of university College, has~ completed
ai:n is na.v being studied by the Provost's office. '!he review of Robert
Migneault, Dean of Library services, haS just begUn.
.
·
-Regarding the analyses of salary differentials of full-tme faculty on ~
ll()nth. contract, President carrpbell said that UNM is bela.v the NASUIGC (National
~iation of Universities and land Grant Colleges) ~verage. She Il<?~ that
~ese are not the official peer institutions as recogruzed by the Ccmnl.ssion.on
Higher F.clucat ·
'Ih
sal .
she e>CPlained, are worse for nore senior
facuJ.ty ~ n .
'tuaeset.
,~,:::"'as compaction. Provost Mary sue Coleman has
P~-_.,
, a si
ion .NlVW"
th :fUrrls appropriated by the
- ~ setting aside a larger amount of
e .
·
ies
legislature for salaries for the purpose of addreSS111CJ these discrepanc
·

-0
-'Ihe Regents' sub-corranittee meet~s are now open for input within certain

parameters.
-'Ihe "Regents' V~sion for UNM'' has been approved arrl represents a synthesis of
various other documents. It has not been decided how the vision
will be put into effect. '!he Vision statement is printed below.

UNM 2000 and

UNM will build on its strengths in the follow~ areas thereby
increasing the quality of education for students, UNM's 1 national
reputation and UNM's role within the state.
UNM will be the choice of superior students arrl faculty
attracting the "best and brightest" from New Mexico arrl elsewhere. '
1.

2. As the "flagship" university for the State of New Mexico, UNM
will expand its role in improv~ the quality of life of the
citizens of the state.

3. As a nationally recognized university, UNM will becorre a ~
of A1ill and one of the top 25 public research universities.
4. UNM will emphasize "Steeples of Academic Excellence" which take
advantage of cutting-edge research, interdisciplinary participation
arrl proximity to the national laboratories.

UNM will expand its role and achieve hemispheric prominence as
the University for the Americas.
5.

6. UNM will derocmstrate that diversity and excellence go harrl-inhand, and this will be a source of corrpetitive advantage for UNM.

UNM will be a model of teachin:J excellence, us~ the nost
effective and advanced learn~ techniques.
7.

-~ident Campbell encouraged faculty memberS to attem the. meet~s of the
Umversity Planning Council where many important issues are discussed.
~ t t e e s have been established for Research strategic P l ~ arrl for
lllVestigatiIXJ the future of P l ~ and Policy s~es. .
.
-'!he Staff Council has approved a resolution call~ for an external review of
th7 ~ Resources Department. Additionally, the ~ i s l a ~ has ordered the
Uru.versity to conduct a review of hir~ arrl proroc>tion practices. at UNM.
-'!he Office of the Dean of Students is corrluct~ workshops regardirq the Student
Staman:ls and Grievance Policies and President campbell urged Senators to
Pclrticipate in those workshops.

~ t s from Provost Mary sue eo1ernan.
ProVost. Coleman repo~ on the
~islature's actions to date regardinJ the university o~ New_~':°· A 4.5%

~ in carrpensation is proposed and a 3.3% ~ m.tuitio~ ~s assuIOOC:1·
'!his means that it would take a 5% increase in tuition to give a l-1> increase in
CCll'pensation.

All universities in the state have urged that there be no increase in tuition
a . 6%. increase in compensation. '!he proposed 4 · 5% . increase wap..a'f irem:1~
nu1~ion increase in the I&G budget and does not l.IlClude speci
proJ
capital requests.

and
5·5
or

Provost Coleman said the special projects were not incl~ed in House Bi~l 2 arrl
that they will be addressed as separate issues. 'lbese mclude such proJ ects as
2

2

·O'
renovation of the Olemistry building, construction of a new classroom building
arrl plannirg for a science arrl engineering building.
~

graduate ~ for underrepresei:ited groups, Provost Coleman explained
that ironies that previously had been restricted to science arrl mathematics will
OOH be available to any underrepresented student in any graduate program. Ellen
~ldberg, Dean of Graduate Studies, is in the process of setting out the details
in order for the program to be used as a recnriting tool.
Provost Coleman
~ the ~ t e that even though there has been some confusion regarding the
furrling of this program, the funds are there arrl will be used.
Another program provides for outstanding students to leave New Mexico for
graduate study arrl be assured of a teaching position at the University of New
Mexico up::>n completion of study. Nominations are n<:M being solicited arrl the
Provost is guaranteeing these positions; the fun:ling will not come out of the
department budget. '!his program has the strong support of the State Legislature.
Provost Coleman said that the evaluation of Human Resources will be a gcx:xi
opportunity to assess where UNM starrls as a large institution. She said it is
necessary to have fair procedures arrl that, in fact, those procedures are
followed. To have good procedures arrl not follow them is, she said, no better
than having bad procedures. An evaluation group accustonm to higher education
personnel systems is being sought arrl it is hoped that a committee will be
appointed in the next few weeks. A report must be made to the Legislature in
October of 1994 so the evaluation must proceed rather quickly. Wide input will
be sought for presentation to the reviewing group.
President Peck plans to appoint an arnbudsperSOn for UNM in the near future. '!his
person will not function as a mediator but will act to make problem solving
Proceed more Sll'ICX)thly for both faculty arrl staff. Provost Coleman said that
there is a need for people to assured that their concerns are being addressed.
~ther project underway is the developnent of a network priority
lnterbuilding wiring on the UNM campus. 'Ihe project has ~ approved. by
Conputer Use COnunittee.
'!here is also pressure to exam.me the policy
Providing gateways to Internet. 'Ihe service cru:mot be pro:7ided a~ no cost
the Provost said it is an issue for which she will be seeking assistance·

for
the
for
arrl

~ost Coleman told the senate that the Board of Regents have requested.nore
lnfonnation concerning academic programs arrl issues arrl she asked for rnput
t'egardi.ng how to provide such infonnation to the Regents.
'!he Provost said that careful oversight is needed regarding the use of overhead
turns· 'Ihese funds should be utilized for stimulating rlf:M research arrl are arrong
the only flexible funds available to the university.

~ faculty

hiring at the university of New ~co, the Provost reported
that UNM is doing well. 'lhirty-one per cent of rlf:M hires were f ~ e as ~
to 27% nationally; 15% minorities were hired as corrpared ~ 100 na~io~ly.
~ese figures are the same as last year but rep~t an eight to rune tl.IOOS
higher figure than national averages in minority mr.ing.

Provost Coleman offered to answer questions from the senators.
Senator Tom K
ressed concern abOUt quality control of the students who~
allowed to ~wa~for
duate study arrl return to a tenure-tra~ teaching
apPoint:roont ~t UNM.y He ~ that although there is support for the idea~ ~ ere
are reservations about predicting the success of the students as caripeti tive
11

O· 2
camidates for teaching positions.
Provost Coleman said that while she
urrlerstarrls the concern, she wants to try. '!here will be controls and also noted
was the fact that .these ~viduals will not be c:::arrpeting, their position in a
tenure-track appol.Iltrnent is guaranteed and does not cane fran a depart:mant
budget.

senator William MacFherson asked about the status of the Office of the University
Secretary.
Provost Coleman responded by saying that negotiations are not ccmpleted and the
proposal is that the University Secretary will be an erooritus faculty member with
a half-time appointment fully supported by a ccmplete staff.
Mac:Fherson connnented that the Faculty Senate cx,rnmittees do not currently have the
support required and COleman said that the Secretary's Office reports to her and
that it is her responsibility to make sure the Senate has the support it nea:ls.
When asked hCM many staff nenbers will be in the Office of the University
Secretary's Office, Provost COleman answered that the plan is for there to be
three people, not all full-time. She said that she is cx,rnmitted to maJcuq the
office function for the senate and for the Staff Council.

Senator Peter Pabisch asked for the rationale for having an erooritus faculty
lllelllber as University Secretary. Coleman answered that a very careful analysis
had been conducted and that it was felt that it would be nx:>St efficient for the
staff position to be an Assistant to the University Secretary and that the office
WOUld benefit from a "faculty presence" to assure the efficient functioning of
the office. She further stated that it was felt that an emeritus faculty member
WOUld have the ti.me to devote to it as well as the wisdom and that it W'OUld tie
ereritus professors to the institution. She said that the Senate W'OUld have a
i:art in selecting the individual.
~ident Campbell connnented that the institutional histo:ry in the Office is

nussea.
Professor Maurice Wildin expressed his concern that the link between faculty and
the Regents has been broken and that it needs to be put back together. Saooone
is needed, he said, who knows what the Regents are doing as wel~ as .what the
FacuJ.ty Senate is doing, someone to provide continuity and commumcation.
Provost COleman replied that there is a philosophical diffe.reDC? and ~tone of
the ~ys to bridge the gap will be by involvinJ the senate ~ident ID the subcatunittees of the Board of Regents. she said that the decision has been made.
Senator MacFherson asked when the Office would be fully staffed. ProV~ O?leman
answered that medi t.
.
t · 11 underway arrl that a terrpora:ry person is ID the
Office now.
a ion is s i
Senator Joan Bybee pointed out that the faculty had nev~ ~ told what was
Wl:'on:J with the system as it was and thought it was working fine. She asked
Provost COleman what was being fixed.
Coleman answered that it was her understarxiinJ that PreSident

~ and the Sena~

had a Phllosophical difference abOUt how the office should function ~ that.~
had~ reorganized.
She said that she ~ ne':'er had a conv~
~t
Pres1.d~t Peck concerning the Office of the university~~ i.rrlividual who
:e Uru.versity Secretary's office had been constructed
arourrl structure and that
d been in the job for a ve:ry loNJ time rather than
a

:fa

4

~

V

she urrlerstocrl ~ t ~en. that perso~ left, the structure no lorxJer worked arrl
that she really didn t wish to get into these details any further. She stated
that she did not wish to get into a de.bate arrl that the decision has been made.

Senator Mac:Eherson stated that the problem is that Provost Coleman never had a
oonversation with the President about the philosophical change. Arrl that the
President has never had a conversation with the Senate about that philosophical
chan:Je. He said that while he respected Provost Coleman's philosophy about how
the University should be run, he finds it disturbiTXJ that the President's Office
seems to be sayirg ''My philosophy is superior to yours because I have an office
in SCholes Hall. " He said that he believes President Peck should be told that
he made a mistake in doirg what he did unilaterally with the secretary's Office
arrl. that he has upset the senate.
Further, MacJ:herson said that he finds it
difficult to "put it behirrl us" when there has never been any conversation on the
University Secretary position other that after the fact we're told what is goiTXJ
to be done. He said that it's not which philosophy wins in the errl but are the
faculty goirg to have conununication over what they view as a very inµ>rtant
position.
Senator Iarry Gorbet said it was his belief that there were many instances when
the fonner University Secretary pointed out to individuals in the administration
that what they had done or were proposiTXJ to do was a violation of some policy
or birrling decision, that perhaps some people in the central administration felt
the Secretary was puttirg roadblocks up arrl the best thiTXJ they could do would
be to weaken the Office by making it a secretarial office. He stated that he did
not believe that President Peck had heard the repeated statem:mts of the
~tions Conunittee that the Office of the University secretary is to serve the
faculty arrl not just the faculty arrl the Staff Council, but the entire University
conununity. 'Ihe reason for the office beiTXJ called the ''University secretary" was
the title is appropriate for an office which provides valid, unbiased infonnation
to the University community and the community outside of the University as well.
Professor Gorbet said that the loss of that function is a serious loss for the
University.
Provost Coleman stated again that there was a philosophical differ~. arrl. that
by putting an emeritus faculty member in the position, some of the institutional
Illelrory Would be preserved .
.9?nunittee Reports. Kari ward Karr, chairperson of the Fa~ty & Staff Benefits
Canmittee presented the report from that ccmnittee. She said ~ t a P ~ has
been Presented to David Mc Kinney, Vice President fo~ Business & • Finance
~ an increase in benefits. A number of constituencies hav~ ~ involved
in the discussions
'Ihe rnaJ'or rvvnnlaint about benefits at the University of New
M,..,.!
•
•
"-"""'t"
•
't has been roposed that
··~co is that the premiums are too high, therefore, i
.
P
the University increase the enployer contribution to health. msurance. Ward~
~ ' however, that such an increase requires a change m the law. '!he five
it.ens Presented to Vice President Mc Kinney are as follows.
l. Support of any legislation this year to
to

increase the employer contribution

health insurance
.
.
.
2 · Establishment of a higher education lobbyi.n;J force to insti~te ~e required
~ e s in th 1
which ould allow for higher employer contribution
3
.
e aw
w,
te structure of the current
h~AdOI;>tion of the enployer/enpl?Y~ percentages ~l UNM oontributes only $5.
th J.nsurance for dental and vision plan. ~ Y
ts
1
·
Warc1 Karr pointed out that roney paid into benefits actually cos
us ess m
1:enns of taxes than roney into corrpensation.
abuse benefit to make
4 · Ilrprovement in Health Plus mental health arrl substance
them CCtnparable to the I.Dvelace Plan
5

·L

·
· for adults in
· non-fonnulary chugs urrler Health Plus
5. Inc1usion
o f Ri'ta1 in
It was asked whether the incentive retirement would be continued and exparrled
arrl Ward Karr replied that the conunittee does plan to address the issue but the
issue of health benefits required more innnediate attention.

Professor Maurice Wildin, chail:person of the I..org Range Plannirg Committee
presented the report of the conunittee. He reviewed the I18Tibership and charge of
the conunittee as outlined in the Faculty Handbook and pointed out that the
conunittee serves in 1r0re of an adviso:ry and review capacity rather than in a line
approval capacity. Professor Wildin presented some of the major activities of
the conunittee for the year 1992-93 which are as follows.
1. Reconnnerrled to the Faculty senate adoption of revised procedures for approval
of new academic programs or units, or revisions in existirg programs or units
requirin;J submission of estimates of cost and sources of other needed resources
for the first three to five years of operation of the new or revised program or
unit prior to approval of proposals. 'Ihis reconmerrlation was adopted by the
Senate in the fall of 1992 and implemented by the senate CUrricula Committee and
the Graduate Corranittee.
2. Encouraged forma.lization of the efforts originally urrlertaken voluntarily in
connection with the North Central Association "focused vi sit" in May 1992 to
assess student achievements. 'Ihe Faculty senate approved a proposal to fonn an
ad hoc Student outcomes Assessment COrmnittee in December of 1992. 'Ihe conunittee
members were appointed and the connnittee initiated its work last sprin;J.
3. Reconmended to the Provost search committee that the followin;J cri teria be
adopted and applied in evaluatin;J semifinal candidates.
a. 'Ihe .•. candidates shall provide evidence of an ability to coordinate a
university-wide process for developin;J and continuously improvin;J plans for the
future of our institution particularly as these affect its academic programs.
b. 'Ihe ... candida~ shall exhibit an ability to organize and execute a
broadly accepted process for allocatin;J and reallocatin;J funds consistent with
the institution's plans.
4· Encouraged the Academic Vice President to develop a po~icy arrl procedure that
WOUld ensure full consideration of the fiscal arrl acadeI1Uc aspects of proposals
to create new units on carrpus or new branches or education centers of UNM. 'Ihis
issue arose out of concern ~ i n ; J the way approval was sought for the Taos
Education Center.
5. Considered ways in which to improve interactions between UNM arrl the National
laboratories in New Mexico.
Professor Wildin went on to present the issues currently bein;J addressed by the
I.orXJ Range Planning COrrnnittee. 'Ihose include:
1.

D:veloping a policy arrl procedure for approval of new or. revised units,

centers, or institutes on the main canplS, or branches or education centers of fcaitpus.

2 · ~ntinuing discussion of university/natio~ laboratocy relationshi:p;; . arrl
co1:15ideration of a proposal to fonn a university/ labora1;0IY P ~ off~~·
'Ihi.s Would include constituent areas such as human services,
ca ion , me
arts, health, and science and technOl<XJY ·
~· Recently initiated an effort to assess ~ow to mprove comnunicati ons and
interactions between the branches and the main canplS •
6
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4. Continuing to follOW' the work of the Student o..itcomes Assessment Committee.
5. overseeing of the administration and analysis of the HERI survey of faculty
arrl administrators.

6. Following up previous recoimnendation that a plannin;J office be created and
a plannin;J officer be appointed to support plannin;J in units across the carrpus
as well as planning for the university as a whole.
7. . Co~tinuing to encour_ag'=: plannin;J efforts by academic units and by the
uruversity as a whole. '!his mcludes efforts by the University Plannin;J Council
to revise and inplement a rational budget plannin;J process and by encouragin;J the
Provost and other senior administrators to urrlertake broad discussions with the
faculty, staff and students to develop a shared vision of the University and to
encourage faculty to participate in such discussions.
Professor Wildin ended his report by sayin;J that the climate for higher education
in New Mexico appears to favorable at the present tine and urged faculty to take
advantage of this opportunity by developin;J a positive workin;J relationship with
senior administrators.
'!he chairperson of the eorrputer Use Committee was not in atternance and
therefore, no report from that connnittee was heard.

Senate Reconunendations for Administrative Reviews in 1994. President canpbell
reported that recanunendations are needed for administrative reviews to be
COrxlucted in the next year. She suggested that carla F.spinoza, Director of Human
~ , might be considered as one of the individuals. She pointed out that
infonnation concerning administrative reviews is cxmtained in the Brief
Announcements which were distributed to senators at the door arrl urged the
Senators to examine this infonnation.
Senator William MacPherson observed that the pattern in the past has been that
although the Senate approved the names of those persons to be reviewed, the
results of the review process never were reported back to the Faculty Senate.
President Canpbell pointed out that in the ~ of ~~ review p ~ , it is
stated that once action is taken, the responsible administrator will f o ~ a
SUimnary of the action to the President of the Faculty Senate· She said that
Pres~dent Peck has agreed that a summary of the f ~ s , but not includin;J
COnfidential personnel infonnation, will be made available to the faculty.
Senator MacPherson stated that he is not interested in makin;J a reconunerrlation
~ review unless the infonnation resulti.n:J from the review is brought back
to the Senate. If that involves a special closed meeti.n:J ~ discuss. perso~
Illatters, then perllaps that is what should be done. otherwise, he said, let it
be an administrative review by the administration arrl leave the Senate out of the
P ~ . He also pointed out that he does not believ~ the Senate has ever
received any substantive reports resulti.n:J from past reviews.
~tor Larry Gorbet said it was unclear to him ~ t the. Senate might do once it
did receive the results of an administrative review arrl ~ such
Pcitticipation to the Senate participati.n:J in the tenure arrl proirotion process of
a faeu1.ty member.
MacFherson
'd that .
't . .,..,;ddle managerrent personnel who make decisions
t.lh~
sai
since i is uu.
•
• te f
the Faculty
"HJ.ch affect h.
teach
he believes it is appropria
or
Senate, to haVe 1.Intheasoppo
a rtuni'erty, t ~ n t on the administrators. He then made
O '-AA, .. ,,._.•
,
,
dd •t •
to ,..,.,.,.",.H
a notion that the chair of the reviewi.n:J conmuttee, in a i ion
= ......... "=' a copy
1"VT

7
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of the final ~port to the ~ost, ~ t a COpY of the report to the Faculty
Senate Operations for review.
Any infonnation deemed appropriate by the
Operations Cormnittee would then be placed on the Senate agerrla.
President
carr¢ell pointed out that the reports do not always go to the Provost but to sorre
other vice president. MacRlerson agreed to amend that point.

At this point, Provost Coleman asked that before the Senate votes on the issue,
she be allowed to meet in executive session with the Operations Committee arrl she
requested that action be tabled until the Marcil Senate iooetin;J.
Senator

MacFherson withdrew his motion.
Senator Joan Bybee asked why the revievl>are initiated by the Senate rather than
havirq autorratic five-year reviews arrl President carrpbell answered that it was
because it is not specified anywhere that it be done except in the case of the
appointment and continuation in office of deans arrl chairs.
A notion was made by Senator Kathleen Koehler that the Operations Committee brin;J

to the Senate next month, along with its report on the issue, a list of all those
who would be due for evaluation.

'!he motion was secorrled arrl passed.

Approval of Honorary Degree Recipient for May 1994. Upon reconnnendation of
Professor Alan Parkman for the Honoracy Degree Cormnittee, the Senate approved

grantin;J an honorary degree of rxx:rt:or of Letters to author Hem:y Roth.

Items from the CUrricula conunittee.
Upon reconnnendation of Professor Bel
Carrpbell for the CUrricula conunittee, the Senate approved a revision of the
existing minor in Computer science arrl a revision of the existin;J ~j or in
Conputer Science. '!he revisions are bein;f made in light of reconunerrlations from
the Conp.iter science Accreditation Board arrl the Association for Corrputin;J
Machinery. No major changes have been made in ten years arrl these revisions are
made in response to rapid changes in the field.
~ t t e e Appointments and Replacements.
~tor William Ma~Rlerson first
lntroduced a new Senator Beth Tigges of Nursin;J, who replaces Diane Shoemaker.
Upon recommendation of Senator MacRlerson for the Operations Cormnittee, the
Senate approved the following conunittee appointments: Diane Furno (canununication
&.Journal.ism) on the KUNM Radio Board arrl Jane Slaughter (History) for Rhorrla
Hill (E&CE) on the Athletic Council .
'Ihe meeting adjourned at 5:45 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

~~~
Ba!bara 'Ihomas, secretary
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FORMC
MAJOR ANO MINOR CURRICULAR CHANGES
Date:_ _.lk..lolO'L./.::r..4/c....,9'-"3!.___ _ _ _ _ __

CIPCODE

1/.aJO/

~L...----L.1.He
....01..1ar.._y,__.S.....b....a4'p'--li....Lr..,.o'-------11
(Name of Individual Initiating curricular change form)

Assoc.

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE
Routing (All four copies)
1. Dean of Library Services
2. CIRT (Comp &Inform Res &Tech). if necessary
3. College Curriculum Comm. if necessary
4. College or School Faculty
5. College or School Dean
6. FS Undergraduate Academic Affairs Comm. and/or
FS Graduate Comm.
7. Office of Graduate Studies (For grad. level changes)
8. FS Curricula Committee
9. VP of Academic Affairs
10. Faculty Senate

Prof.

(Title, position)

Computer Science
(Dept., Div., Prog.)
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Major
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Minor •
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Concentration

New
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D
D

Revision of
existing degree
Revision of
existing major
Revision of
existing minor
Revision of

Give exact title and requirements as
they should appear in the catalog. (See current catalog for format within the
respective college). Attach additional sheets if necessary.
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D
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Minor program revision (3-5 hours) Please specify below:
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See attachment.
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~dget~ry and Faculty Load Implications: (attach statements)
H es this change impinge in any significant way on my other student or departmental programs? Yes_ _ No___x__
Yes, have you resolved these issues with department involved?
(attach statement)
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For CS Minor:

II. Minor Change
Minor Program Revision (3-5) hours
Change computer science graduation requirements
Remarks
To
From
Drops
from 4 to 3 credits
CS 151L
CS 155L
Renumbered
cs 201
cs 154
Drops from 4 to 3 credits
CS 251L
CS 253L
New course
CS 257L
EECE 238L
EECE 238L
Renumbered
CS 255L
CS 341L
Drops from 4 to 3 credits
CS 350L
CS 351L
22 hours

22 hours

Reason for Request:
See the reasons on the Form C for changes in the undergraduate
computer science major.
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications: These are discussed
in the Form C for changes to the undergraduate computer science
major.
There are no additional faculty load implications.
Might this change impinge in any significant way on student
or departmental programs? No
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FORMC
MAJOR AND MINOR CURRICULAR CHANGES
Date:._ _.....104/_,4'-l-l_,_9...._3_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Routing (All four copies)
1. Dean of Library Services
2. CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), if necessary
3. College Curriculum Comm. if necessary
4. College or School Faculty
5. College or School Dean
6. FS Undergraduate Academic Affairs Comm. and/or
FS Graduate Comm.
7. Office of Graduate Studies (For grad. level changes)
8. FS Curricula Committee
9. VP of Academic Affairs
10. Faculty Senate
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they should appear in the catalog. (See current catalog for format wnhin the
respective college). Attach addttional sheets if necessary.
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_
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II. Minor Change

Minor Program Revision (3-5) hours
Change computer science graduation requirements
Remarks
To
From
Drops from 4 to 3 credits
CS 151L
CS 155L
Renumbered
cs 201
cs 154
Drops from 4 to 3 credits
CS 251L
CS 2531
New course
CS 257L
EECE
238L
EECE 2381
Renumbered
CS 255L
CS 341L
Drops f rom 4 to 3 credits
CS
350L
CS 351L
Renumbe red
cs 355
cs 451
Renumbered/Drops from 4 to 3
CS
363L
cs 461
credits
Re
number ed
cs 387
cs 481
cs 460
cs 460
2 CS electives 2 CS electives
41 hours

40 hours

Complete undergraduate brochure entry attached.
Reason for Request:
By way of introduction, the undergraduate curriculum conunittee of
the.Department of Computer Scie nce has spent the last year thoroughly
re~iewing our current curriculum in the light of CSAB (Comput er
Science Accreditation Board -- our accrediting agency) and ACM
(Association for Computing Machinery -- our professional organization )
reconunendat ions. We have also investigated the curriculums of
other schools with strong curricula and similar undergraduate
emphasis. Computer science is a rapidly changing field and we have
not had a major o v erhaul of our curriculum in 10 years. While there
are many changes, all of them are small, and they fall into three
categories:
1. Course renumberings: five of our courses (1 54, 255L, 355, 363,
and 387) were judged to be at t he wrong level.
2. New courses: There is one new course. The ri sing importance of
nonimperative progranuning paradigms and the low cost of graphical
workstations are changing how progranuning is done and how it is
taught. While these topics are addressed in our curriculum,
given current trends they are addressed for the first time at
too advanced a level. To rectify this situation, we are
introducing a new lower division (25 7L) class that deals with
these topics. This course will also be taken by computer
engineering students -- during their recent reaccreditation their
accreditation organization (ABET) stated that it was important
for computer engin eering students t o see nonimperative
programming paradigms. To compensate for ~he extra hour s, four
courses are being reduced from 4 to 3 credit hours.
3. We are switching from Pascal and C to C++ (which supports
object-oriented design) in our mainline progranuning sequence.
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implicat ions: Despite the a ddition of
a new course in the undergraduate curricu lum, the total number
of credits in the program is decreas ing by 1 . The net effect
should be no change in o verall faculty workload .

-0(
Might this change impinge in any significant wa y on student
or departmental programs? Yes
The changes will affect Computer Engineering st udent s, as they currently
take their first two programming courses f rom our department. This
will increase to three courses, but from only 8 to 9 credit hours .
The EECE faculty has agreed to the change.
The changes will affect mathemat i cs majors, who must take one
programming course. The choice of language i s irr elevant to
most ma thematics majors; math educati on stude nts will be the
most affected, since Pascal is widely used in the publ ic schools.

/5
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COMPUTER SCIENCE
The program of this department is intended to provide students with a well
rounded general education and a broad set of skills and knowledge in the basic
areas of computer programming and computer science. The program is accredited by the Computer Science Accreditation Board. The core requirements
in mathematics, computer science and electrical engineering cover the basic
principles and methodologies of discrete mathematics, problem analysis and algorithmic development, assembly language, high level programming languages,
language design and implementation, operating systems, analysis of algorithms,
computer architecture, and software engineering.

1

Minor change in wording

Admission

Students wishing to enroll in the bachelor's program in computer science must
apply for admission or transfer to the Department of Computer Science, College of Engineering. The admission request is initiated through the Office of
Admissions and Records for students wishing to transfer to UNM from other
institutions. Students transferring to the computer science program from another program at UNM should initiate the paperwork in their current college
office. Students denied entrance to the department due to lack of sufficient credits or specific courses may enroll in computer science classes and reapply at a
later time when they meet the entrance requirements. The criteria for admission
to the department are:
1. A minimum of 30 hours of credit acceptable toward the degree with a

grade of C- or better in all courses counted in the 30 hours and an overall
academic average for all courses taken at UNM of not less than 2.2.
2. 24 hours taken from among the communications skills, computer science,
mathematics, and laboratory science graduation requirements, with an
academic average of not less than 2.5 in the 24 hours. Engl 101, Engl 102,
CS 151L, CS 201, and Math 162 must be included in the 24 hours.
Students wishing to enter the Computer Science program and having university level credit for course work completed at another institution will have their
transfer credits evaluated on an individual basis. Grades earned in equivalent
courses at other institutions will be used in determining eligibility for admission
to the department .

2

Advanced Placement and 'fransfer Credit

The department subscribes to the general policy of the College of Engineering
with regard to advanced placement credit earned by examination.

1

1(.o

Course renumbering

r

Down from 41-see below.

Students with university level course work from other institutions will have their
academic records evaluated by an undergraduate advisor from the department
on an individual basis. The student should be aware that the department has
the final say about which transfer credits can be applied toward the grad uation
requirements listed below. Because computer science programs vary greatly,
students transferring from other institutions should not assume that computer
science courses they have taken elsewhere can be applied toward the 40 hour
computer science course work graduation requirement. Courses not accepted
toward the 40 hours may be applied toward the 130 semester hour graduation
requirement as general electives at the discretion of the undergraduate advisor.

3

Graduation Requirements

To receive the degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Science a student must
satisfy all general UNM regulations concerning baccalaureate programs and the
student must have completed all work defined by the following groups. Only
courses with a grade of C- or better may be used to satisfy any of the requirements defined herein. The following courses cannot be used to satisfy any of the
requirements listed below: Reserve Officers Training Corp (ROTC), recreational
physical education (PE-NP), Business Education (BUS ED), courses offered by
University College, basic skills courses (e.g., Engl 100), and mathematics courses
prior to Math 121. If in doubt about the applicability of a course contact an
undergraduate advisor in the Department of Computer Science.
1. Completion of 130 semester hours.

2. Completion of at least 42 hours in courses numbered 300 or above.
Changes: 41 hours goes
to 40 hours [four courses
go from four credits to
three credits, course
renumberings and title
changes, addition of new
course [257L].

3. Completion of 40 hours in Computer Science with a GPA of not less than
2.0 in the 40 hours presented. The 40 hours must include the following
courses, which total 34 hours:
CS 151L Introduction to Computer Science
CS 201 Mathematical Foundations of Computer Science
EECE 238L Computer Logic Design
CS 251 L Introduction to Dat a Structures
CS 257L Nonimperatice Programming
CS 341L Introduction to Computing Systems
CS
CS
CS
CS
CS

351 L Design of Large Programs
451 Programming Paradigms
460 Software Engineering
461 Algorithms and Data Structures
481 Operating Systems Principles

2

2

r

r

2

The remaining six hours are technical electives of the student's choosing
to be taken from among the Department of Computer Science offerings.
The following courses in the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering are also acceptable as technical electives:
EECE 3441 Microprocessors
EECE 438 Design of Computers
CS 2591 may be substitu ted for CS 1511 and CS 251L. Only five hours
credit is awarded. The computer science hour requirement is reduced to
39, but the overall graduation requirement remains at 130.
The following additional rules apply.
(a) Departmental offerings below the 300 level cannot be used as technical electives. CS 390, 420, 421, 490, and 492 cannot be used as
technical electives.
(b) At most 3 hours of CS 499 may be used toward satisfaction of this
requirement.
( c) At least 15 credits at or above the 300 level used to satisfy this
requirement must be taken from full-time University of New Mexico
Department of Computer Science faculty.
4. Completion of the mathematics sequence:
Math
Math
Math
Math

162
317
345
375

and Math 163 (Calculus I and II)
(Elementary Combinatorics)
(Statistics and Probability)
(Introduction to Numerical Computing)

It is recommended that students minoring in mathematics or who wish to
take additional mathematics as general electives take Math 314 (Linear
Algebra with Applications) and Math 316 (Applied Ordinary Differential
Equations), as these better prepare the student for Math 375.
5. Nine hours of communications skills: English 101, English 102, and one
of English 219 (Technical Writing), English 220 (Expository W~itin_g),
English 290 (Introduction to Professional Writing), or Commumcat10n
1301 (Public Speaking).
Part of this requirement may be satisfied by passing an authorized proficiency examin ation . English 101 will be waived if the stu1ent's score on
the ACT is 29 or higher or whose score on the verb~l port10n of the SA;
is 570 of higher. While credit is not granted for En_gl!sh 101, the students
total credit requirement is reduced to 128, the mm1mum allowed by the
university.

3

Course renumberin gs ,
change in number of
credits

r.

6. 21 hours in humanities, social sciences and the fine arts. The student must
develop both breadth and depth. In particular:
(a) At least three credits must be taken in each of humanities, social and
behavioral science, and fine arts.
(b) At least six credits must be nonintroductory. Nonintroductory generally means either a 200-level course with a prerequisite or a 300 or
above level course.
The following general areas are considered humanities: Literature and Creative Writing, Modern and Classical Languages,
Philosophy, American Studies, History.
The following general areas are considered social and behavioral science: Anthropology, Communication, Geography, Economics, Political Science, Psychology, Linguistics, Sociology.
The following general areas are considered fine arts: Art, Music,
Theater and Dance, Architecture.
Certain courses offered by departments of the College of Arts and Sciences
and the College of Fine Arts may not be used to satisfy this requirement ,
because they do not satisfy the spirit of the requirement, which is to
broaden the perspectives of the student. In particular, Phil 156 (Introduction to Logic and Critical Thinking) and Phil 257 (Introduction to
Symbolic Logic) may not be used to satisfy the humanities requirement,
Pysch 200 (Statistical Principles) and numerous technical courses in the
Department of Geography may not be used to satisfy the social science
requirement, and numerous technical courses in the School of Architecture and Planning may not be used to satisfy the fine arts requirement.
Studio courses in the fine arts are allowed. Students who speak a foreign
language fluently are encouraged to take literature courses taught in the
foreign language, but the applicability of basic language and grammar
courses toward the humanities requirement will be decided on an individual basis after consultation with the Department of Modern and Classical
Languages. If there is any doubt regarding applicability of a course, an
undergraduate advisor in the Department of Computer Science should be
consulted.

Geolog Y has changed its
name to Earth and Planetary Sciences

7. At least 13 hours of laboratory science. One of the following sequences of
laboratory science must be included in the 13 hours. The remaining hours
can be more advanced courses in the discipline chosen for the sequence or
they can be additional introductory laboratory science hours.
Astronomy 270, 272L-271, 273L
Biology 121L-122L
4

2

r
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Chemistry 121L-122L
Earth and Planetary Sciences 101, 105L-102L
Physics 160-161, 1631
Physics is recommended.
8. Course work sufficient to satisfy requirements of a minor. Minors approved by the College of Arts and Science are generally acceptable for
Computer Science majors. The University of New Mexico Catalog should
be consulted for the requirements for completing a minor in various fields
of study. An interdisciplinary minor of not less than 24 hours can be
developed to suit the goals of individual students; such a minor must be
approved by the undergraduate curriculum committee of the department .
The following concentrations of courses taken from the Department of
Electrical and Computer Engineering satisfies this requirement:
Minor in Computer Engineering: EECE 203, EECE 206L, EECE 213 ,
EECE 321, EECE 322, EECE 438 and one of EECE 325L, 434L
or 4471 .
Minor in Electrical Engineering: EECE 203, EECE 206L, EECE 213,
EECE 314 , EECE 323, and two of EECE 324, 340, 361, 371,
and 445 .
Mathematics minors may not use Department of Mathematics Courses for
Teachers and Education Students in constructing the minor.
Students enrolling in the three-two M.B.A . program offered by the Anderson School of Management may satisfy this requirement with 18 hours
of 500 level management courses, normally taken during their senior year .
For more information contact the department or the Anderson School.
Courses taken to satisfy this requirement may also be used to satisfy the
requirements of categories 1, 2, 5, 6, 7.

All courses taken to satisfy these requirements are subject to final approval
by an undergraduate advisor. At most 24 semester hours taken for CR/NC
may be applied toward the baccalaureate degree. Courses taken for CR/NC
may only be used to satisfy the requirement of 130 hours.
Students may not take elementary courses in a department after progressing
past a certain point in the course offerings of that department. Some examples
are: taking CS 150 after having taken CS 251L and taking Math 121 and/or
Math 245 after having taken advanced mathematics courses. Courses_ taken o_ut
of sequence in this manner may not even be used as general elective credits
to satisfy the requirement of 130 hours. Students may not go back and retake
~lementary computer science courses in order to raise their grade point average
m computer science to 2.0.

5

Course renumbering

No one course may be used to satisfy more than one requirement of categories
3, 4, and 8. Due to the cross listing of various courses within the university and

the different requirements for the minor from department to department this
has a number of implications. For example, mathematics minors cannot count
the required sequence in mathematics toward the minor in mathematics and
computer engineering minors cannot use EECE 438 as a technical elective in
fu lfilling requirement 3.

4
Changes: Total number
of hours remains the same
[three courses go from
four credits to three cred' its]. course renum berings
[number of credits at the
300-level goes from three
to six]. addition of new
course [257L] .

Minor in Computer Science

A m inor in Computer Science is available for students in other departmen ts.
The requirements for a minor are completion of the following courses.

CS 151L, CS 201L, CS 251L, CS 257L, EECE 238L, CS 341L, and
CS 351L.
{CS 259L may be taken in place of CS 151L and CS 251L.)
No course with a grade of less than C- may be counted toward the minor.

5

Advising

Students are required to see an undergraduate advisor within the department
each semester prior to registering for classes. The student should check with
an advisor about the admissibility of classes used to satisfy graduation requirement 6, as some courses do not meet the spirit of this requirement.

6

Graduate Study

The department offers a Master of Science and a Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science. For master's degree curricula, see the Graduate Programs Bulletin. Contact the Department of Computer Science for more information on
the Ph.D. program.
In order to encourage students with backgrounds other than computer science to enter the field, the department gives a series of immigration courses
which cover the essential background material needed to begin work on an advanced degree. These courses are extremely intensive and should not be attempted by persons without a strong technical background in a related field.

7

Curriculum in Computer Science

The following schedule is intended as a model or guide for students when planning their course load for any particular semester. It should be noted that the
6

·C

schedule must normally be adjusted to compensate for any deficiencies or advanced preparation on the part of the student prior to beginning the freshman
year. All entering freshmen must take the mathematics placement examination,
given free by the Department of Mathematics and Statistics, to aid the advisor
in guiding the student into the appropriate entry level math course. Students
must also have taken the ACT exam to aid in placement in math and English. Students should not begin any Computer Science courses until they have
knowledge of mathematics equivalent to Math 150 (Advanced College Algebra).
General electives include courses in humanities, social and behavioral sciences,
and the fine arts. It is not recommended that a student attempt more than 12
hours of technical material in one semester.

1

2 5

r

First Semester
Engl 101
3
Gen. Elect.
6
Mat h 162
4
Lab Sci . I
4

Second Semester
Engl 102
3
CS 151L
3
3
Gen. Elect.
Math 163
4
Lab Sci. II
4

FIRST YEAR

17

First Semester
201
CS 251L
Comm. Elect.
Lab Sci.
Minor/Gen. Elect.

cs

17

3
3

SECOND YEAR

3
3

Second Semester
EECE 238L
257L
Lab Sci.
Minor/Gen. Elect .

cs

4

3
3

6

16

6

18
First Semester
CS 351L
Math 345
Math 31 7
Minor/Gen. Elect.

First Semester
451
481
CS Elect .
Minor/Gen. Elect.

cs
cs

3
3

THIRD YEAR

3
9

Second Semester
CS 341L
CS Elect.
Math 375
Minor/Gen. Elect.

3
3
3
6

Second Semester
460
461
Minor/Gen. Elect.

3
3
9

15

18
3
3
3
6

FOURTH YEAR

cs
cs

15

15

1 Changed to reflect new course (257L], course renumbering, and changes in prerequisi tes .
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS

DATE: October 7, 1993

TO:

Henry Shapiro, Computer Science

FROM:

Alexander P. Stone, Chairman, Mathematics and Statistics

SUBJECT: Minor Course Change
The change you propose for CS 155L (change in credit hours and course title) will not
negatively affect programs in the Department of Mathematics and Statistics.
APS:mmr

2

•

Th

t

niver ityofNew Mexico

lxpartmenl of Elcclrical and
Computer Engineering
R m 110. EECE Building
lbuquerque. M 87131-1356
I J 277-2436

TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

Whom It May Concern
R. C. De Vries, Associate Chair for Computer ngin
Changes in CS cour es and curriculum

rin

pt. (,(

rWe feel that the CS changes will have a po iti e impa t nth
rdina d urri ulum
ing curriculum. The CS and Computer Engineering fa ulty ha e
revisions, and the EECE Department i in the pr ce
f preparin
forms to update its curriculum and cour es to incorp rate all cban
proposed by Computer Science. We very much w uld lik t
th
151, 251, and 257 approved by the Faculty Senate Curriculum

G 2 ')

The University of New Mexico
To:

Faculty Senate

FROM:

Operations Committee

SUBJECT:

Committee Replacements

DATE:

February 1, 1994

The following committee replacement is submitted for Senate
approval:
ATHLETIC COUNCIL

Jane Slaughter (History) 1994

for Rhonda Hill (E&CE) 1994

·O. 2"
BRIEF ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR THE FACULTY SENATE. 8 FEBRUARY 1994
1.

Status of ongoing (1993) administrative reviews:

-The review of John Rinaldi, Dean of University College, has been completed. The
results are being studied by the Provost's Office and recommendations for change, if any, should
come shortly. [Chair: Reynaldo Saenz, Pharmacy]
The review of Nick Estes, University Counsel, has produced a draft final report and
[Chair: Maureen Sanders, Law School]

--

will very shortly be forwarded to President Peck.

The review of Robert Migneault, Dean, General Library, has just gotten underway.
-[Chair: Bill Gordon, Dean, Arts & Sciences]
2.
The Deans have been provided by the Provost's office with comparative faculty salary
analyses for and within the colle~es. An obvious and pervasive problem is s.alary compaction
where recent faculty hires come m at rates very near those of tenured associate and full fa.culty.
The table below provides the percentage differentials in faculty salary YS. NASULGC national
averages.
PERCENTAGE FACULTY SALARY DIFFERENTIALS
UNM FULL· TI ME 9·MONTH AVERAGES COMPARED TO NASULGC NATIONAL AVERAGES

FALL 1992 (LAST YEAR AVAJLAILE)
<MRALL
UNIT

ASST

N

---------·····.....-

ASSOC

N

FULL

····==························-·-.................
ARTS , SCIENCES
-5. 11 66
·10.51 133
EDUCATION
ENGINEERING
FINE ARTS
ASM

ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING
LAW
NURSING
PHARMACY
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
DENTAL PROGRAMS
GENERAL/UNIV COLLEGE
OTHER UNITS
OVERALL

-a.ox

31

O 61 23
• 10 : 21 23

·66·.!!
• 8 •-41
·9.61
0.41

-~!::
NA

16
7
3
7
5
4
1
O

-a.ox 1
·3.91117

-10.sx
·1.61
-1. 11
Z.9I
·1Z.91
-6.31
·14.31
• 11 •41
•3 .6I
.z7 • 11
NA
NA

25
33
23

11
6
4
1Z
9
3
3

N WEIGHTED

•13.51 161
·10.31 36
•9.D 44
-1z.os Z6
•6 .11 15
·16.91 3
·Z1.91 25
·Z1 .31 5
·19.61 3
• 10.0I z
17.91 1

O
O

-a.51 Z6Z

NA
NA

O
O

·13.11 321

N
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~ro~~~~ putting a ~~:~~~o~~: ~!~12i r~~~;nto

~o ahi~dress this problem, the Pr~vo~t has
e gher ranks. How this applies m detail WI
actual seniority and merit of mdividual faculty.

your own

You may wish to ask your chair for a copy of this information.
3

Ori .

on !uly 1, 1994, President Peck begms
. hdis· fifthh year
at UNM and the final year of his
will notify the Board of Regents whether

gtnal five-year contract On or before that ate, e
.
he Would like to be consid~red for an additional term as President.
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4.
At its January meeting, the UNM Board of Regents decided to begin offering an
opportunity for public input into meetings of both the full board and its committ~es (~cademic
Affairs, Student Affairs, Finance and Facilities, Health Sciences). Among the gmdelmes
proposed:
public input would come at the beginning of the meetin~
.
topics for which public input would be taken will be lirruted to current agenda items
the committee chair or Board President will determine the total length of time for
public input, the length of time any individual may speak, sequence of speakers, et al.
In addition, it appears that the Faculty Senate will now be represented at meetings of the Regents
Academic Affarrs Committee, except in the case of confidential and/or personnel matters.
5.
Also at their January meeting, the Regents published their seven-item Vision for UNM
(copy attached). Regent Hecker emphasized that this document was not "written in stone" and
was
more a basis for beginning a discussion with all the "stakeholders", including faculty, staff,
and students.
6.
The next meeting of the University Planning Council is set for Wednesday, 16 February,
330PM in the Roberts Room. This meeting is open to all.
7.
Provost Coleman and Associate Provost for Research Goldberg have established a
committee on Research Strategic Planning [members: Assoc. Provost Goldberg, Provost
Coleman, VP McKinney, RPC Chair Walters, Dean Gordon, Dean Dodson, Prof. Larry Sklar·
Path?logy, Pz:of. J~hn Wood~ Mech. Eng., Prof. Campbell - Faculty Senate]. Within th~ charge
of this ~ommittee 1s an oveMew of current research funding including overhead allo~at10ns and
expenditures, the roles of Centers in the institution, the role of the Research Allocat10n
Committee, and review/development of an institutional research plan.
8.
As~ociate Pro~ost Ric~ard Holder is chairing a committee to address the role of.the Office
of Plannmg and Policy Studies, and to develop a job description for an anticipated nat10nal
.
search for a replacement for current director Richard Cady, who will retire 1 May 1994.
[members: Assoc. Provost Holder, VP-SA Zuniga-Forbes Richard Cady- OPPS, Max KerlmSpec. Asst. to Provost, LRP Chair Wildin, Prof. Campbell : Faculty Senate].
9.
The UNM Staff Council has approved a resolution to request an external review/audit of
Human Reso~ces.. A copy of that resolution is attached. The New Mexico Legislatur~, as ~
result of public testimony by several UNM staff members will almost certainly pass a directive t0
the University administration for a similar external revie~ of hiring and promotion practices.
10. . H you have not already completed and sent in the UCLA-HERi survey to the office of thd
Umversity
do so as soon as possible. Fewer than 500 forms had been receive
there as of Secretary,
the end of please
January.
l 1. As rou may be ~ware, Professor Hugh Witemeyer (English) is asking for a petition from S%
?f the volli!g faculty, )n order to have the full faculty consider and vote whether to discont_mueto
mtercollegiat~ athletics programs at UNM. Signatures are bein~ requested on a form mailed
all faculty which should be returned to the office of the University Secretary.

f

1 h The A!hJetic Council is sponsoring a reception for all UNM faculty, coaches, and memb~1
t e athletic dep~rtm~nt on February 24 at 6:00PM, prior to the UNM ~- Air Force basketb
g~~
The r~ception ~11 ~ake place at the McDavid lounge at the Pit prior to the game. Faculty
WI
so receive a specral ticket rate for the game.
0
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REGENTS' VISION FOR UNM

UNM will build on its strengths in the following areas, thereby increas~g. the quality
of education for students, UNM's national reputation and UNM's role w1thm the state.

1.

UNM will be the choice of superior students and faculty, attracting the "best and
brightest" from New Mexico and elsewhere.

2.

· umvers1ty
·
· for the State ofN ew Mexi·co , UNM will expand its
As the "flagship"
role in improving the quality of life of the citizens of the state.

3.

As a nationally recognized university~~ will become a member of AAU and
one of the top 25 public research umvers1t1es.

4.

· E xce 11ence " which take
hasize "Steeples of Acadermc
. .advantage
UNM ·11
w1 emp research, mterd1sc1p
.
. . 1·mary p articipation and proxumty to the
of cutting-edge
national laboratories.

5.

UNM will expand its role and achieve hemispheric prominence as the University
for the Americas.

6.

.
. and exce llence go hand-in-hand, and this
UNM will demonstrate that diversity
will be a source of competitive advantage for UNM.

7.

UNM will be a model of teaching excellence, using the most effective and
advanced learning techniques.

.

.()

l
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SUMMARY OF CURRENT ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW PROCESS

(Senate approved 8 Mar 1988)

University of New Mexico
Staff Council
Resolution 1994 _ 1
WHEREAS the University of New M .
·
exico Staff c
·
service department satisfying all the need ounctl re_cognizes the difficulties in a
THEREFO
s and questions of all interested parties,
RE BE IT RESOLVED
.
to thos
d
• That m order to as · H
B . e nee s ~nd questions, the Staff C
·1 s1st uman Resources in responding
u~mess and Finance David Mc Ki
ounc1 requ!!sts that Vice President for
review/audit of the Human Resourc:ne6 authorize funds to conduct an external
: : ne~ded ~o ensure that Human Ressourepartment to determine what changes, if any,
University proper and individual e cles operates to the maximum benefit of both
mp oyees;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED Th
.
poli ·
, at the review h Id
.
efti ci~s and procedures that affect Hu
ou also mclude an overall review of all
thee~ttvely' such as those promulgate:~n esources' ability to perform its jobs
ayroll Department; and
Y the Equal Opportunity Programs Office and

k

BE IT FURTHER RESOL YEO
but by nO I
' That such review h JI be
d
ater than May 1 1994
d h s a
completed as quickly as possible
i'ublic except where i~ would ~~ol t tat the fin_al re~ort of the review shall be
c mg confidentiality of personnel . atie the ~ mvers1ty 's policies with regard to
m ormat1on.
Adopted: January 11, 1994

;~t:

1.
The offi~e an~ individual performance of every listed_UNM administrator (with a minimum
of three years m office) should be evaluated at least every five years: Pre ident VP Academic
and other Deans, Directors, and Associate VPs reporting to them.
'

2.

The purpose of the evaluation should be to:
(a)
(b)

3.
The evaluation is initiated and co-ordinated by the person to whom that admini trator
reports. During a pre-evaluation period, before the evaluating committee i constituted, the
administrator will submit a position description and a self-evaluation.
4. . All information and assessments collected and used by the evaluating committee and it
deliberations will be strictly confidential.
5.
Decisions made or action taken as a result of these evaluations are done only by the per on
or group to whom the administrator reports, but they should include consultation with the
committee, with others affected, and full discussion with the administrator. Once action i ta en
the responsible administrator will forward a summary of the action to the Pre ident of the Fa ul
Senate. (*) A follow-up report in specific performance areas may be required.

6.
The evaluation process should be designed and carried out in a manner appropriate to th
position being evaluated. This flexibility should extend to written ~valuating instrumen the
range of affected persons interviewed, and the style of those quest10ns. Moreover:
(a)
(b)

cc:

Members of the Board
President Richard E p of Regents
Provost M S
· eek
yary ue Coleman
ice President Orcilia Z .
HRD Director Carla E ~mga Forbes
Deans and D"
spmoza
1rectors
Faculty Senate Pr .
UNM Staff Em I es1dent Bel Campbell
P oyees

determine the effectiveness of the administrator and the office admini tered
make recommendations for strengthening the effectiveness of the admini trator and
the office

(c)

.

(g)

the administrator and office being evaluated will be informed in advance of the
review, its purposes, and how the review will be ~sed;

the evaluating committee should include admirustrators and faculty and where
appropriate staff. students alumni, and community member . In the ca e of Dean
the college's'faculty should ~hoose faculty members for the committee with the
Faculty Senate choosing two faculty from outside the ~ollege. Th~ faculty 1n:emb r to
be designated by the Senate will be determined by votmg ~om a li t of qualified and
interested faculty. At a minimum, one-third of the committee member hould be
~ul~
.
.
the committee will also consider the performance of the um ts reportrng to the
administrator and will receive input from individuals and constituent group
(faculty/staff/student) most directly affected. (**)
evaluations should be scheduled well in advance and carried out. at tim~ not dir ti

connected with an emergency or crisis facing the persons and office bemg e aluaced.
(*) Should this report forwarded to the Faculty Senate als? i~clude a summary of th finding
of the evaluation, in addition to the actions based on those frndrngs?
(**) Should the Faculty Senate be allowed form~ ly to submit a li t of recommended per
or groups to be interviewed as part of the evaluation proce ?

POSSIBLE REVISIONS T THE POLICY ON APPOINTMENT AND CONTINUATION IN
OFFICE OF DEANS
(originally approved by the Senate on 14 April 1993)
Current wordini:

1.
Deans will normally serve t
f f"
. .
.
erms o ive years. Adnnmstrative equivalents at branch
campuses will also serve terms of f"
1ve years.
2.
Terms of office may b
bl R
appointments and rea ointm e renewa e. ~commendations for both the initial
President and by the ?iesidente~t~~o ~rms of 1fice are to be made by the Provost to the
chairs and other such persons as th e egents . ter consultation with departmental faculty and
chairs shall include the takin f ey ~h~ see flt.... The consultation with college faculty and
0 he . Y~ec~et ballot on any potential appointment. (*) A
mandatory evaluation by facul~
Re~ppointment must also be s b. c arrs m t e fo?~h year of the Dean's term is requued.
position , the results of the evctlul:i~ t<? t~ s?ted willingness of the Dean to continue in that
chairs, evidenced by secret ballot to nh m he oDurth year,. and !he ~gness of the faculty and
'
ave t e ean contmue m office.

a!J

I
I

NOTE FOR SENATORS FROM JAN ROEBUCK:
We are developing training modules for faculty to help them learn some of the more
sophisticated options on Internet & would like to give Senators the opportunity to work on thi .
These modules will cover training with a more sophisticated communications package (PI _E),
which a variety of ways to locate a colleague on Internet; how to use the UNM Gopher to fmd
information on the system.
This is not for novice users. Participants will need basic E-mail skills -- able to log on, end
& receive messages.
These tools work from a UNIX platform, so participant.s will need to ~ave an accou~t
already set up on one of our UNIX machines (people who st~ll use VMS mail & Bootes will need
to contact Corrine about setting up a new account ahead of time).
The workshops will be offered in the Journalism comput~r pod on 3 Friday aftem?ons
March 4, 11 & 25 from 1-4 pm. We already have m~y potentl~_eager volunteers for this, owe
ask people to sign up only is they are seriously planmng to part1c1pate.

3· It shall be understood th t
1·
long-standing policy of the Univ .a ahpo icy of terms ?f office for Deans does not abrogate the
Provost and that a Dean's a O • ersity t at De~ se!Ye m any college at the pleasure of the
co_nsent of the faculty and ch~~ht~t ~e~~~~~ll!Ilg appomtment occurs with the advice and

Senate gets first opportunity on this -- please call the Faculty Dev~lopment ~ffice at
X-7898 or Email CORRINNE@CARINA by end of day Thu~sday to sign up -- we 11 ta~e people
on a first come first served basis. After Thursday, we'll open it up to o~her facu~ty. I thmk
Corrinne is planning to be at the Senate meeting so she can help you with questions or whatever.

--------

Jan

(*) :May this secret ballot · 1 d h
.
this still preserve anonymity?
mc u e t e academic rank of the faculty member voting? Does
.
:Does the term 'ballot'
..
1d
mclus1on of such input as Part f ~xc u e additional input from the voting faculty? Would
vote on the part of the Provost t e faC?Ity vote. allow for too much discretion weighting of the
n erpretmg that mput?

i

.
Pro.posed additional wordin .
.
~elude the faculty members' acaJ' .This secret ballot may, at the discretion of the Provost,
simple yea/nay vote,
emic ranks and may also include input in addition to the

.(.
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Report of the Faculty Senate Long Range Planning committee
to the Faculty Senate, February 8, 1994
Committee Structure:
Fourteen faculty members appointed by the Faculty Senate f rom
at ~east 7 colleges, plus three voting representat ive s
appointed . by the .admini.stration from each of three areas :
1 ) ac~demi c .affairs (Richard Holder), 2) administration and
planning (Ri c hard Cady) , 3) business and finance (Ju lie
Weaks ) . Curr e n t faculty representatives ( and numbers ) are from
the . fo ll owing
academi~
units:
Anderson
Schoo l
(1),
Archite~ture. and Planning (1), Arts and Sc i enc e s
(3),
Centennial Libr~ry (1), Education (2), Fine Arts (2 ) , Gallup
Branch (1 ) , Medical Center Library (1), and Nursing (1).

?

Committee Charge:
"The Faculty Senate Long Range Planning Committ ee is an
integral part of the University's planning proce s s. Its
primary function is to work with the administration and the
faculty on the formulation and implementation of University
policies and organization for effective long range planning .
The faculty point of view shall be considere d in all
University planning.
The Committee shall eval ua te the
effectiveness of policies and offices that are establi shed for
the purpose of planning. The Committee may also participate in
monitoring program reviews. At its discretion the Committee
shall conduct periodic surveys of faculty opinion and /or
preference regarding proposed policies , overal l University
operations and other relevant matters. Reports of the r e s ults
of such monitoring and surveys are to be made to the Faculty
Senate as often as necessary, and in the Committee ' s annual
report each April. The Committee shall meet wi th the Budget
Committee for coordination purposes as often as necessary, but
at least once each semester."
Review of LRPC activities during AY1992-93.

1. Recommended to Faculty Senate that it adop t revised
procedures for approval of new academic.programs or units, or
revisions in existing programs or units, namely , t ha t it
require submission of ... "estimates of cost and sources of
other needed resources for the first three to f i ve y ea rs of
operation of the new or revised pro~ram or unit ... " p ~ior to
approving proposals for new or revised programs or u n its.
Approved by the Faculty se1;1ate during . the fa ll of 1992
(virtually unchanged, I believe ) and i~plemented by the
Faculty senate curricula and Graduate Committees .
2. Encouraged
formalization
of . the . ef f ort s
originally
undertaken voluntarily in connect i on wi t h the North Cencral
Association "Focussed visit II in May 1992 to assess student
achievements.
( S ~ 'l5 ~

~~)

The Faculty Senate approved a proposal (not developed by LRPC)
to f~rrn an ad hoc Stude~t Outcomes Assessment Corrunittee in
Dece~er, ~9~2: The ~ommittee members were appointed and the
committee initiated its work last spring.
3. Recommended to the Provost Search Corrnnittee that the
fallowing criteria be adopted and applied in
1
·
semifinal candidates:
eva uating
1) The
candidates shall provide evidence of an
ability to coordinate a university-wide process for
developing and continuously improving plans for the
~uture of ~ur institution, particularly as these affect
its academic programs.
2 ) T~e
candidates shall exhibit an ability to
organize and execute a broadly accepted process for
allocating and reallocating funds consistent with the
institution's plans.
These were accepted by the
knowledge, they were used.

search corrnnittee

and,

to our

4. Encouraged the Academic Vice President (Chris Garcia ) to
develop a policy and procedure that would ensure full
consideration of the fiscal and academic aspects of proposals
to create new units on campus, or new branches or education
centers of UNM. This arose out of concern about the way
approval was sought for the Taos Education Center.
5. Considered ways in which to improve interactions between
UNM and the National Laboratories in New Mexico. The
discussion initially arose in connection with the suggestion
that UNM submit a proposal to manage Sandia National
Laboratories.
l993-94 Activities

1. Developing a policy and procedure for appro~a l of new or
revised units, centers, or institutes on the main campus ! or
branches or education centers off-campus . Hope to submit a
proposal on this to the Faculty Senate later this semester.
2 . Continuing to discuss university - national l~ora~ory
relationships. considering a propos~l to .form a universitylaboratory programs off ice. our discus.s ion ~ppears to be
evolving into one of how to improve relations with an.array of
external constituent areas including human services and
education, fine arts, health, and sc ience and technology.
3. Recently initiated an effort to assess how to improve
communications and interactions between the branches and the
main campus.

.

, *
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4. Continuing to follow with interest the work of the Student
Outcomes Assessment Committee.
5: The chair is a member of an ad hoc committee chaired by
Richard Holder to develop a concept paper regarding the future
o~ the Planning and Policy Studies Office. Motivated by
Richard Cady's announcement of his retirement in May. LRPC is
following up on our previous · recommendation that a planning
off ice be created and a planning officer be appointed to
support planning in units across the campus, as well as
planning for the university as a whole.

6. Overseeing the administration and analysis of
survey of faculty and administrators.

the HERI

7 . Continuing to encourage planning efforts by academic units,
and by the university as a whole.
1) UPC efforts to revise and implement a rational budget
planning process.
2) Encourage the Provost and other senior administrators··
to undertake broad discussions with the faculty, staff,
and students to develop a shared vision of the
university. Encourage faculty to participate in such
discussions.
Personal
comment:
The current climate for higher
education in New Mexico appears to be relatively quite
favorable. Also there appears to be an opportunity to
develop a positive working relationship with ~ome sen~or
UNM administrators. The faculty should consider taking
advantage of this opportunity.

